The computation of similarities between words is a basic element of information retrieval systems, when retrieval is not solely based on word matching. In this work we consider a measure between words based on dictionaries. This is achieved assuming that a dictionary is formalized as a fuzzy graph. We show that the approach permits to compute measures not only for pairs of words but for sets of them.
Introduction
Information retrieval has been a hot research topic in the last years (see e.g. 9, 3, 11 ). The Internet and the search engines has increased the need for tools and methods for accessing information in an efficient manner.
When information is textual, users are required to access data from a set of keywords. Such keywords are then matched against inverted indices to retrieve those documents that contain the keywords. Due to the richness of natural language such approach is not always optimal from the point of view of the user. A major point is that language contains synonyms and homophones.
To deal with synonyms, similarity functions can be defined to compare the similarity among two words. Such functions can be either defined on purpose (by the designer of the system) or can be automatically extracted from dictionaries (as WordNet) or word corpus. 5 and GAMBAL 11 computed similarities from dictionaries. The systems using Latent Semantics Analysis 4 correspond to the second approach.
In a recent paper 8 , we proposed a way to construct fuzzy measures from graphs. Here we review this approach and explore its applicability to define similarity functions between words. A relevant aspect of our work is that it permits us to compute not only the similarity between pairs of words, but also of sets of words or sentences. Such extended similarity is based on a the assumption that exists a basic similarity function already defined on pairs of words.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we review our approximation to construct fuzzy measures from graphs. Then, in Section 3 we describe how this method can be used in information retrieval. The paper finishes with some conclusions and future work.
Preliminaries
In this section we review the results that show how a fuzzy measure can be defined from a fuzzy graph. First we review the definition of a fuzzy measure, then, the one of a fuzzy graph and finally the approach to define a fuzzy measure from such fuzzy graph.
Definition 1.
A set function µ : 2 N → [0, 1] is a fuzzy measure if it satisfies the following axioms:
Definition 2.
A binary operation ⊕ :
is called a pseudo-addition if the following properties are satisfied:
Example. For fixed p > 0, let
Then, ⊕ is a pseudo-addition. Now, we define fuzzy graphs. Note that at present several alternative definitions exists for fuzzy graphs, some of them can be found in 1 . See also 10,7 on fuzzy graphs. Roughly speaking, fuzzy graphs have been defined adding fuzziness either on the vertexes or on the edges.
Definition 3.
Let N be a finite set and let R be a fuzzy relation on N (that is, R ⊂ N × N, where
Definition 4. Let R be a fuzzy relation on N, we say that T ⊂ R is a fuzzy tree if there exists no
In other words, there are no cycles in T .
We will use T R to denote the set of all fuzzy trees of the fuzzy graph (N, R, µ R ).
Given the fuzzy graph G and the set function m, we define another set function ν :
Note that in this definition, A ∈ 2 R where R ⊂ N × N and, thus, A ⊂ N × N. In this way, for example, if N = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, A can be e.g.
The next proposition follows from Definition 5
a fuzzy graph and m be the set function defined in Definition 5, then the following conditions hold:
Proposition 2. 8 Boundary condition and monotonicity in Proposition 1 as well as the definition of ν in Eq. (2) imply that the set function ν on 2 R is a fuzzy measure.
Measuring similarities from a dictionary
In this section we explore the definition of a measure for sets of words. The main idea is to assume that there exists a fuzzy graph that establishes some connections between some pairs of words. This fuzzy graph permits, then, to establish the similarity between pairs of words, and also the similarities between sets of dimensions larger than two. We start considering the similarity between pairs of words.
Definition 6. Let D be a dictionary where N is its set of words, R be a set of pairs of words that are connected in some sense and let µ R be a measure of the strength of the connectivity. Then, D can be expressed as a fuzzy graph D = (N, R, µ R ). From now on, to unify the notation with the previous section, and as D is a graph, we will use G to denote the dictionary. The definition above can be applied to different types of dictionaries. In particular, if we consider Wordnet 12, 2 , N is the set of words indexed by Wordnet and R are the pairs of words that are connected in any of its form of relation. E.g. synonyms, hypernyms, hyponyms, has-part, etc. Finally, µ R is a measure defined on the links in R. Now, given a dictionary G , and two words w 1 and w 2 , we define their similarity as follows:
Let G = (N, R, µ R ) be a fuzzy graph, and let w 1 and w 2 be two elements of N, then, the similarity between w 1 and w 2 denoted Sim G ({w 1 , w 2 }) is computed as follows:
Let P be the set of all non-cyclic paths from w 1 to w 2 .
Let A be the set of all links that define P. This is, A = (x,y)∈ p∈P p (x, y).
Then, we define Sim G ({w 1 , w 2 }) as ν(A).
Note that Sim G ({w 1 , w 2 }) measures the strength or similarity between w 1 and w 2 with respect to the whole graph, as ν(A) contain the strength of all links.
Note that in this definition, when there is no path between w 1 and w 2 , the similarity between w 1 and w 2 is zero. This is established in the following proposition: Proposition 3. Let G = (N, R, µ R ) be a fuzzy graph, and let w 1 and w 2 be two elements of N, then, when there is no path between w 1 and w 2 , Sim G ({w 1 , w 2 }) = 0.
Proof. As there is no path, A is empty in Definition 7, and by Definition 5 the measure is zero.
Under this definition, if there is a single path from w 1 and w 2 , then the similarity between w 1 and w 2 is the ⊕-combination of the measures of the individual pairs (x, y) that define the path. This is stated below. Definition 8. Let G = (N, R, µ R ) be a fuzzy graph, and let w 1 and w 2 be two elements of N, we say that there is a connected path from w 1 to w 2 in R if there exists (x 1 , x 2 ), (x 2 , x 3 ), . . . , (x i−1 , x i ) ∈ R such that x 1 = w 1 and x i = w 2 . 
Proposition 4. Let
Proof. To prove this proposition, first we consider Definition 7. Therefore,
where A is the set of all links that define P. In this case, as there is a single path in P, and this path has been denoted by p above, we have that:
Now, we consider ν(A):
Here, as m(N) is constant, will not be considered again. Now, first recall that the path p from w 1 to w 2 is not cyclic. Thus, p ∈ T R . Moreover, all other I such that I ∈ T R will be subpaths of p.
Then, as ⊕ is monotonic, a⊕0 = a and all µ(x, y) are positive, we have that the largest value for all I will be obtained considering p. This is:
Therefore, the proposition is proven.
Note that when several paths can be found in the graph, it is not true that Sim G ({w 1 , w 2 }) is the ⊕ of the measure µ of the links in all the paths.
The definition given above for two words can be easily extended to sets of words. In this case, we first consider paths from any pair of word, and from these paths we apply the same procedure established in Definition 7.
Definition 9. Let G = (N, R, µ R ) be a fuzzy graph, and let W a subset of N (a set of words), then, the similarity between elements in W denoted Sim G (W ) is computed as follows:
Let P be the set of all non-cyclic paths from w i to w j where w i , w j ∈ W .
Let A be the set of all links that define P. This is,
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Additionally, this definition satisfies the following properties: a fuzzy  graph, and let W a subset of N (a set of words) , then:
1. If for all w i , w j in W , there is no path G connecting them, then Sim G (W ) = 0.
If W = N (all the words are considered),
Proof. The proof of the first boundary condition is similar to the one in Proposition 3: As no path exists, the measure becomes zero. The proof of the second boundary condition is based on the fact that when W = N, all paths are visited and, thus, all links are considered. As each link is only visited once in A = (x,y)∈ p∈P p(x, y), they are the same links visited by m(N). Therefore, the outcome is one. 
This is, the similarity is monotonic with respect to the set of words.
Computational issues
According to Definitions 7 and 9, the approach presented here requires the computation of m(N). Taking into account the proof of Proposition 5, we have that all links are only considered once in m(N), therefore computation of m(N) only requires the determination of the number of links in the dictionary and its weight.
For example, in the case of Wordnet 12 , this can be done through inspection of the files. In the case of the adjectives, the file "index.adj" can be used to count the number of meanings (synsets) of one adjective. Each meaning can then be further linked with several words through the "data.adj" file. In the particular case of Wordnet 1.7 there are 18523 synsets and 22495 synonyms established between synsets in this latter file.
The relationships between adjectives and synsets in such version of Wordnet are as follows. There are 21359 adjectives, of which 5443 include at least two synsets in their meaning. The exact number of adjectives/synsets is included in Table 1 . From this table, we can determine that the number of links between adjectives and synsets is:
So, all together, the graph for the adjectives, representing only synonymy contains 22495 + 31070 = 53565 links.
Assessing a measure m equal to α for links between synsets and β for links between adjectives and synsets, m(N) would be equivalent, if only adjectives are considered to:
Although this graph is huge, the computation of the similarity measure for a pair of words (or of a set of words) is computationally similar to the approaches in 5, 11 for most situations. Note that in these latter cases, all paths between the words considered should be detected. In the approach proposed here, we also need to determine these paths. Differences correspond to the way the computation of m is done. The approach presented here has the advantage of being usable when the similarity between sets of more than two words are considered.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper we have studied the definition of similarity measures between words based on dictionaries. We have shown that when a dictionary is represented as a fuzzy graph, we can build a fuzzy measure that can be used to compute a degree of similarity between sets of words. We have considered the application of our approach to the case of Wordnet.
As future tasks to be accomplished, we consider the implementation of the approach in our system GAMBAL, and to consider whether simpler equivalent expressions can be found for computing the similarity for sets of words.
